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Objective: 1) How effective are burn/scar evaluation tools in porcine animals.  
2) In which part of the wound healing life-cycle are the tools most 

useful.  
3) What techniques can be used to improve the consistency and by 

extension overall usefulness of these tools. 
Abstract: Introduction/Background:  The current standard of care for the 

immediate treatment strategy of partial thickness burns of the face 
involves observation alone and, in some cases, tangential excision if the 
burn is evaluated to be sufficiently deep. The biology (cell migration to 
injured site, inflammation and other aspects of cellular events) 
underlying this form of burn injury is not totally understood. A portion of 
these patients develop hypertrophic scars and contractions that are 
difficult to correct. Late correction of facial burn deformities is focused 
on correction of functional problems such as ectropion and peri-oral 
contractures but the leathery scar formed lacks elasticity and suppleness 
compared to normal cheek skin and is among the most difficult to 
improve. Reconstruction using full thickness skin grafts or soft tissue 
flaps can sometimes achieve acceptable results but in most cases, a 
marginally acceptable outcome is achieved after multiple revisions.  

Currently, there are few treatments that are shown to effectively 
improve this type of burn injury. However, experimental 
pharmacological scar reduction strategies and early burn injury 
intervention methods are beginning to emerge in literature. In order for 
these therapies to be objectively evaluated there needs to be a rigorous 
evaluation of the current tools and techniques used to objectively 
evaluate burn injuries. The goal of this study is to objectively show the 
positives and negatives to using a wide range of scar evaluation tools, 
techniques, and pieces of equipment.  

Methods/Design:   Equipment: Silhouette Star, Aranz Medical; PeriCam 
PSI High Resolution, Perimed; PeriCam PSI Normal Resolution, Perimed; 
Conductance, Cortex, Dermalab electronics; Trans Epidermal Water Loss 
(TEWL), Dermalab electronics; Antera 3D, Miravex;. All equipment was 



used in part or wholly for the evaluation of burn and/or scar across 
seven experiments and 29 porcine animals, including Yorkshire Cross, 
Red Duroc Hybrid, and Red Duroc Purebred animals.  

Research was conducted in compliance with the Animal Welfare Act, the 
implementing Animal Welfare regulations, and the principles of the 
Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, National Research 
Council. The facility's Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee 
approved all research conducted in this study. The facility where this 
research was conducted is fully accredited by AAALAC International. 

Results/Findings:  After taking ~2,400 individual burn injury images with 
the Silhouette Star and the PeriCam PSI, ~500 individual burn injury sites 
were measured with the Cortex Dermalab, TEWL and Conductance, and 
~300 individual injury sites measured with the Antera 3D distinct 
benefits and a few detriments were discovered. Namely, the Silhouette 
Star provides an easy to use platform to evaluate and track the area 
change over time. Additionally, the PeriCam PSI provides an excellent 
visualization of the upper dermal, 1mm deep, blood flow at the site of 
injury. Most notably, this allows for the differentiation, to a limited 
degree, the severity of the burn injury. It also gives a direct window into 
the changes of blood flow at the wound site. The Dermalab system 
however had a sensitivity issue whereby the value being measured 
fluctuates so radically through variables outside the control of the 
researchers that the values become un-usable. The Antera 3D allows for 
the differentiation of physical characteristics of the burn injuries. 
Particularly useful in the consideration of burns is the relief 
characteristics of the resultant scar. This device allows researchers to 
objectively measure surface irregularities. Collectively, these devices 
allow for objective measurements of nearly all values in the Patient and 
Observer Scar Scale excluding the pain and subjective patient opinion 
metrics.  

Conclusions/Implications:  Accurate and reproducible evaluation of both 
burn injuries and scars directly affect the ability for clinically relevant 
results to be evaluated. Additionally, the differences of animal species 
and breeds can drastically effect the usefulness of said measurement 
equipment. Adding the descriptions of how these tools can be used to 
evaluate burn and scar injuries may hopefully yield improved treatment 
development in the field of burns. 

 


